New alignment of services
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New stone surfaced access track.

Existing east abutment and bridge deck to be retained.

Existing west abutment and bridge deck to be demolished and replaced with a new abutment.

Existing veh. approach to be retained.

Existing stone surfaced access track.

New bridge at Wind Way Cycle path.

Existing veh. approach to be retained.

Tapers poluted here alongside car park.

New bridge at Wind Way Cycle path.

Existing veh. approach to be retained.

New or modified first-stage channel

Existing bottom bank

Designed ground levels

Existing top bank

Existing foredams top

Existing bridge

Existing walls to be retained

Existing walls to be tied

New or modified bridge channel

Bridge shapes of new or modified bridge channel

Existing ground levels

Existing floodplain to be retained

Existing bridge to be tied

Bridge shapes of existing bridge

Stream channel and high bridges: falls from height to height for client upon option, if required.

Existing fishing and cattle crossings

Existing bridge to be realigned or relocated in this alignment.

New and existing discharge to existing residential

New or modified second-stage channel

Streams covered in access bank

Streams covered access back

Streams access bank crest

Existing stone surfacing track.

New or modified channel

Existing copings to be retained

Existing bridge to be tied

New or modified bridge channel

Bridge shapes of new or modified bridge channel

Existing ground levels

Existing walls to be retained

Existing walls to be tied

New or modified second-stage channel

Bridge shapes of existing bridge

Stream channel and high bridges: falls from height to height for client upon option, if required.

Existing fishing and cattle crossings

Existing bridge to be realigned or relocated in this alignment.

New and existing discharge to existing residential

Deep channel and high bridges: falls from height to height for client upon option, if required.

Existing fishing and cattle crossings

Existing bridge to be realigned or relocated in this alignment.

New and existing discharge to existing residential